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Chapter 1 : Cool Circuit Ideas For Your Next Electronics Project
With innovative projects and ideas dispensing almost every other day, it becomes necessary for electronics & electric
students to position a practicable and within your means electronics projects for their submission which can be carried
out by them simply.

Browse through our list of latest electronics projects ideas for beginners to final year students. We provide this
free list of varied electronics project ideas. These are microcontroller as well as non microcontroller based
projects for beginner electronics engineering students. Nevonprojects is where your electronics dreams come
to reality. Our researchers and developers daily compile fresh ideas that can be developed as electronics
projects. Our researchers compile fresh electronics projects topics and ideas based on upcoming electronics
concepts and technologies. These ideas are listed here on this page for engineering students, researchers and
enthusiasts to build their projects and learn about electronics development in the projects. These electronics
projects ideas are to help students find their electronics final year project topics to be implemented in their
final years. This page consists of a combination of the latest projects built from to arduino microcontrollers
that help students select ideas and implement them. We possess a list of the best microcontroller based
projects required for diploma as well as degree final year implementations. Get diploma final year project
ideas for eee as well as ece final year engineering branches. We give you a repository of electronics projects
simple to implement as well as complicated projects ideas for those needing it. Nevonprojects proper training
kits for students along with project components for self practice. Our developers constantly research about
electronics based ideas for final year implementations. Our list of electronics project ideas is for helping
students choose the best electronics projects topics to suit their needs. These microcontroller based project
topics are to help students who run out of ideas for final implementation. Implementing and providing latest
Electronics project ideas is a part of our work. We constantly research on new electronic technologies to
provide the best ideas to be used as final year projects by students. Your search to find the latest electronics
projects for beginners ends here. Our developers continuously scan latest technologies to keep this list updated
with latest electronics projects for final year for and implementations. Also find eee projects for engineering
diploma as well as degree courses. These are potential project ideas yet waiting to be implemented in the real
world. Perfect innovative concepts for upcoming years and Find simple electronics projects as well as power
electronics projects as per your desire only at NevonProjects. Now browse through our list of top electronics
project ideas and select your project on the go.
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Chapter 2 : Power electronics projects ideas for engineering students
These electronics projects ideas are to help students find their electronics final year project topics to be implemented in
their final years. This page consists of a combination of the latest projects built from to arduino microcontrollers that help
students select ideas and implement them.

Menu Many Electronics circuits for simple learning The electronic circuit is inside the appliances around us.
Normally, we do not need to understand their operation. But skill electronics have a lot of useful, three
important things as follows. Electronics is some of the physics science, engineering, technology. So, it is an
academic matter. Since 4 years ago, my children have been a homeschooling by me. I have taught them with
the Electronics as the main subject. Its theory is boring and difficult to understanding. The listening, reading is
useless. Creating electronic circuits is a good learning. We will understand it. Secondly, add value to yourself!
If you have electronic skills. Others will be impressed you. Because you can solve the problem for them.
Suppose, an electric fan of your friends is broken. He gets so hot in summer. Buying a new one. Repairing it is
difficult for those who do not understand it. But you understand it and can repair quickly. You can help a
friend save money, and solve problems quickly. Lastly, a really good hobby! If you leave time with no activity
at all. It is very boring. Creating electronic projects to solve problems in daily life is good. Do not regret it
when it does not work. It is our learning process. If you have technical skills so can save money. Because
when the appliance is broken, it can be repaired initially. Over electronics circuit and projects on my site. But
they can be put all into 19 groups as categories. DC variable power supply â€”It is the first power supply still
use it.
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Chapter 3 : Electrical Engineering & Electronics Projects
Here are Electronics For You's tested electronics engineering project ideas and embedded mini electronics projects
using Arduino, Raspberry Pi and a lot more.

It feels so good to make cool stuff. So here is some inspiration for you to start building your next project. An
old radio hacked into an iPhone dock This is a project I did that was really cool to make. I took an old radio
from and modified it so that it became an iPhone dock. It was actually a pretty simple project to do. I used
spare parts that I had in my house, including an Arduino, an old speaker, a simple amplifier and some LEDs.
This is my favorite of the 5 cool circuit ideas presented here. Old radio hacked into an iPhone dock Very
simple stereo amplifier I like this project because it is a fully functional stereo amplifier with only a few
components required. For a long time I wanted to build an amplifier, but I never got to it because the projects
either needed a preamplifier, seemed too complicated or was mono only. Then one day I came across an
article describing how to make a stereo amplifier circuit using the TEA and some resistors and capacitors. It
was a very simple electronic circuit to build and I finished it on a strip board in only a few hours. I placed it in
an awful-looking box which I am going to fix one day , but I use it daily as an amplifier for my desktop
computer. I really recommend this circuit idea of you want to make something relatively easy, but very useful.
As you can see in the link below, the result is a really beautiful radio. This project is actually easier to do now
after the Raspberry Pi was released. And also much cheaper. Linux can easily be installed on the Raspberry Pi
and it already has a built-in sound card. Several universities are doing some pretty cool stuff with small
quadrotors. The quadrotor in the following link consists of a single PCB with components on it. It does not
consist of any leadless or BGA chips, so it is possible to solder it by hand. This is one of the coolest
electronics project ideas I have seen in a while. This project shows how to assemble and program a 8x8x8
LED cube. Since I am much more of a programming guy than a mechanical guy, I see the assembly of the
LEDs as the biggest obstacle in this project. Building Kits If you are not ready to build something from scratch
yet, there are also a lot of cool kits. Kits are simpler because you will get both the components you need and
the instruction to build it. All you need is a soldering iron. Do you have any cool circuit ideas? Please share
them in the comments below!
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Chapter 4 : Electronics projects circuits for engineering students
Best Electronics final year project ideas for ECE Engineering Students. Published on 07 Feb Written by Vasanth
Vidyakar. We have 4G/3G services now, giving us the speed of about 10 to Gbps.

Power electronics projects demand Power electronics gained a lot of popularity in last years because the
demand to control power from one level to another level and from AC to DC form is increasing day by day.
For example In AC motor driver circuits we need to vary voltage and frequency to get variable speed for
variable speed applications. Like wise in your computer power supply we need different level of DC voltages
from single source 12V, 5V and 3V. That is why demand of power electronics projects are increasing day by
day. What you need to know before working on power electronics projects: Just like to get admission in
engineering field or to become an electrical engineer you should have good command in mathematics.
Similarly before choosing power electronics project as your final year project, you should have background on
following topics or you should work on these topics to complete your project successfully. How to choose
diode for specific rating for your required project? How to choose them for your project? What is gate driver
circuit? Why we need of gate driver circuit? What is turn on and turn of time of semiconductor devices? What
is pulse width modulation? What is duty cycle? How to generate PWM? What is heat sink? How to use heat
sink for protection? I will try to post articles on above topics in future one by one. For update about above
articles subscribe to our blog to get updates in your email inbox or keep visiting our website. Semester level
power electronics projects: These are semester level power electronics projects to get started to learn power
electronics. Full wave rectifier for inductive load Battery charge using full wave rectification.
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Chapter 5 : Electronic circuits, Mini projects and Learning in simple ways
Electronics Projects Ideas for Engineering Students Electronics Engineering is a branch of engineering that deals with
the effects and behavior of electrons to build systems, innovative device, small or big components or equipment for
integrated circuits, transistors that brings into play electricity as their driving force.

Innovative Engineering Projects Finger Print and speech recognition based most secured vehicle access
control system. Touchscreen based advanced home automation system for next generation apartments.
Bluetooth based security enabled powered devices control system. Voice recognition and voice guidance
based GPS turn-by-turn navigator for blind with ultrasonic obstacle avoidance. High power LED based
intelligent streetlight controlling system with automatic brightness control with vehicle presence sensor.
Automatic Closed loop tire pressure monitoring and control system. Finger print and keypad based security
access system. Touchscreen based Digital Slate for next generation elementary school children. Voice
Controlled v lamp dimmer with 10 levels of intensity control. Smartphone based data logger. Triac and
optically isolated diac based electrical oven temperature monitoring and controlling system with zero-crossing
detector. Human body temperature and Heartrate monitoring on mobile screen over bluetooth wireless
technology. Innovative keyboard construction with only one input pin. Voice actuated hospital bed control
system. Very useful in operation of selected bed movements and room environment functions associated with
a provided multi-function hospital bed. Fingerprint based electronic voting machine. Microcontroller based
Wireless matchbox with digital lantern. Image based password authentication for Illiterates with Touchscreen.
Speaking microcontroller for deaf and dumb. Virtual wireless dancing bells for classical dancers. Touchscreen
based temperature monitoring and control system with graphical LCD. Location driven car music player.
Plays devotional songs near temples, shuts at home etc. Smart card based prepaid Energy Meter for short term
resident housing. Microcontroller and Touchscreen based wireless library book catalog system. CAN protocol
enabled multi-region monitoring and control system. Mobile phone controlled four-legged walking robot with
speed and direction control. GPS based universal clock. Gets the time from satellites and displays on GLCD.
Microcontroller based online examination system with dynamic questions. Biometric Fingerprint and
touchscreen keypad based bank locker security access system. Digital vehicle speedometer with password
enabled speed limit setting. GPS based vehicle travel location-logging system. Voice Controlled AC Fan
motor speed control system with 20 levels speed selection. GSM based instantaneous vehicle registration
details extraction system very useful for Traffic police. Wireless Heartbeat Monitoring and Alert system.
Speech recognition based wheel chair operation and wireless home devices control system. Touchscreen
operated liquid dispensing system. Infrared IR remote controlled Muscle Stimulator with duration and
intensity control. GPS based border alert system for fishermen. Construction of Touchscreen based portable
Digital Clock. GPS and Graphical display based tourist-guiding system with Touchscreen keyboard input for
dynamic location recording. This can be used any where in the world including Sea and Forest locations.
Microcontroller and RF transceiver based chatting application with Touchscreen keyboard implementation.
Travel assistant for blind with dynamic user input for location based alerts. Telugu Tutor with dynamic text
and Images identification for elementary school kids. Military persons training system that monitors the speed
at which they move and records the calculated traveled distance with the time. GPS based office cab
monitoring system very useful for the safety of female employees. This system records the travel path and
location with timings. Also records the destination of each employee home. Microcontroller and voice based
alerting system for blind people with GPS enabled location identification. This provides user to have the
location information displayed in any language. Advanced GPS based navigator for illiterates. Live Human
being detection wireless remote controlled Robot. Radio Frequency based remote controlled robot with
wireless video camera mounted on it. Autonomous Robot with artificial vision for obstacle detection. Design
and construction of voice operated mobile phone for people with no hands. Accelerometer is MEMS based
3-axis sensor that can sense the tilt in of the 3-diamentions. The robot moment is controlled based on the tilt
angle of the robot. No need to press any buttons for robot control. Mobile technology GSM based remote
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monitoring and control of digital Energy meter. Useful for Electricity Department personal for remote meter
reading. Also useful to disconnect the power supply to consumer incase of non-payment of electric bill. This is
also used to exchange messages like power cut timings with the consumers. Microcontroller and GPS based
geographical map drawing instrument. Very useful for Civil engineers. Touchscreen controlled motor speed
and direction controlling system. PIR based energy conservation system for corporate Computers and lighting
system. Remote control of critical software applications with mobile phone. Microcontroller based dual
Lithium-ion battery charger with automated charge and discharge cycles. Virtual distance measuring tape with
Graphical LCD. Very useful for roads and buildings department. One man operable and works on anywhere
on earth. Radio Frequency wireless remote controlled digital camera with high power LED based focusing
light. The camera direction can be controlled remotely and the video images can bed seen live on TV. GPS
based travel assistant for blind people. Touch Screen based digital devices control system. The controlled
devices can be of high voltage or low voltage. GSM Mobile phone controlled intelligent Robot. Automatic
Intelligent Plant Watering System. Mobile phone controlled Street Light monitoring and control system.
Touchscreen controlled lamp dimmer for next generation apartments. Soil Moisture sensor based intelligent
irrigation water pump controlling system with GSM technology. DTMF mobile phone controlled dam water
gates controlling system with high-level protection. Hazardous chemical valve control system with stepper
motor and line of site remote control. Contact less Motor speed monitoring on Graphical display with high and
low speed alerts. Wireless Bluetooth enabled GPS receiver data logger. Liquid dispensing system with
adjustable quantity for industrial use. Wireless Energy Meter monitoring system with automatic tariff
calculation. Data logger for energy meter with time and KWH readings. Very useful for historical data logging
and analysis. High voltage fuse blown indicator with Voice based announcement system. Voice enabled
devices switching for visually impaired. Talking energy KWH meter. Control powered devices with mobile
phone for free of cost. This secure system works only for predefined phone numbers eg: Energy Meter reading
on PC over wireless comm. Design and construction of Earth fault relay for single phase power system.
Interactive Talking Vending machine.
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Chapter 6 : Best 25+ Electronics ideas on Pinterest | Basic electrical engineering, Tech gadgets and Gadge
This electronics (ECE) project is also an application of Internet of Things (IoT). Reports states that the IoT Technology is
going to transform into a multi-trillion dollar market and more than 50 billion devices will be connected to Internet using
this technology by

The extensive use of sensors and wireless connectivity among devices has increased to the trend. The increase,
brings in turn, easily available technology for hobbyists to explore. Connecting everything to everything
seems like a good idea. Students work on them to improve their skills, whereas hobbyists like the fun in
meddling with technology. Mini projects form a middle ground for all segments of electronics engineers
looking to build. We compiled a list of 20 interesting and practical mini projects for you to work on. The cost
and the wide support community has further added to the wide range of applications this board supports.
These provide integrated solutions for engineers incorporating multiple peripherals along with the
much-needed processor in a small sized module. You might have one lying in your electronics spare parts box.
This list of top 20 microcontroller projects might come in handy if you plan on something. Most often this is
the choice of microcontroller for project implementation. We compiled a list of 20 PIC microcontroller
projects ideas for electronics engineers. The projects range from alarm clock to implementing IoT ideas. Let
us know how many of these PIC Microcontroller projects have you tried. ATmega series are one of the types
of AVR microcontrollers with features like 4â€” KB program memory, 28â€”pin package, extended
instruction set, and extensive peripheral set. These special features help students, hobbyists and engineers
make innovative AVR projects. The final year electronics engineers begins with a frantic search for embedded
systems project ideas and ends with multiple projects coming to fruition. Listed below are some electrical
engineering project ideas for such engineers. A lot of them may deal in higher power than electronics
engineers are used to, hence safety first. These hand picked electrical engineering projects are simple as well
as interesting. A dedicated stream of engineering has come up in several engineering colleges. College events,
Robotic festivals and competitions see a very large interest from robot enthusiasts. We compiled this list of 20
robotics projects. How many have you tried? Arduino or Genuino as known in some places , has been a very
lucrative option for students designing their first projects. This increase in interest is causing a lot of people to
tinker with technology themselves. We compiled a list of arduino projects that would be cool to design. If you
have an Arduino lying around or are planning to buy one, these should defintely come in handy. All you need
is an arduino board and some basic electronics supplies. However keep in mind, these are electronics item, so
safety first. Check out these arduino projects here. The tags do not require battery power. They derive power
from the electromagnetic field generated from the reader. Some tags are also available which have their own
power source. When it comes to RFID project ideas students always find them simple and interesting. There
are many such projects available on the internet. We have listed down the top 20 simple RFID projects. Such
huge usage leads to some very interesting prospects in designing. After all, the list of applications of such a
software is endless. Top 20 Android Project Ideas There is a lot of confusion among students when it comes to
projects. Now-a-days almost everybody is aware of Android and its features. Android projects are a preferable
option because of its fast growing trend. Even though there are a lot of Android project ideas over the internet,
it is either too complex or out of trend. So we have listed out the top 20 Android projects which are simple to
build and as well as in trend. Top 20 Computer Engineering Projects Computer engineering is a discipline that
integrates several fields of electrical engineering and computer science required to develop computer hardware
and software. For students and hobbyists we picked out some computer engineering projects from all over the
internet. These are simple and interesting while providing solution that could come in handy in real life
scenarios. Take a look at these computer engineering projects to decide the next one. Let us know your
thoughts in the comments section below.
Chapter 7 : + Top Electronics Projects Ideas Final Year & Beginners | NevonProjects
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new electronics projects ideas for Engineering students. PROJECT: Industrial safety and security system. Safety is a
major concern for everyone.

Chapter 8 : Innovative Projects for Engineering Students
The final year electronics engineers begins with a frantic search for embedded systems project ideas and ends with
multiple projects coming to fruition. We compile a list of 20 embedded systems projects for engineers and hobbyists for
you to try.

Chapter 9 : + Free Electronics Projects & Ideas for Engineers
For those people, the below list of electronics projects ideas would be more helpful. We have collected best electronics
projects list from various resources and listed them below in a tabular form. You may get best idea by reading all these
project ideas and if you are interested, you may give few suggestions, comments, new electronics.
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